In applications of Weyl character formula for A N Lie algebras, it can be shown that the followings are valid by the use of some properly chosen system of weights which we call fundamental weights.
I. INTRODUCTION
The calculation of weight multiplicities is essential in many problems encountered in group theory applications or in high energy physics. Due to seminal works of Freudenthal [1] , Racah [2] and Kostant [3] the problem seems to be solved to great extent for finite Lie algebras. One must however note that great difficulties arise in practical applications of these multiplicity formulas when the rank of algebras and also the dimensions of representations grow high. There are therefore quite many works [4] trying to reconsider the problem.
Beside these formulas, one can say that Weyl character formula [5] gives a unified framework to calculate the weight multiplicities for finite and also infinite dimensional Lie algebras. As well as for finite Lie algebras [6] there are numerous applications of Weyl-Kac character formula [7] for affine Lie algebras [8] though quite little is known beyond affine Lie algebras. Both for finite or affine Lie algebras, Weyl-Kac character formula involves sums over Weyl groups of finite Lie algebras [9] . As we will show in a subsequent paper, the sum over the Weyl group of a finite Lie algebra of rank N can always be cast into a sum over the Weyl group of its A N −1 sub-algebra. One can thus conclude that the weight multiplicities for any finite Lie algebra are known by calculating only A N weight multiplicities. Therefore, it will be sufficient to consider the problem first for A N Lie algebras.
In a completely different context, classical Schur functions S N (x 1 , x 2 , .., x N ) are defined, on the other hand, for any degree N=1,2,.. as being polinomials of N independent variables x 1 , x 2 , ..x N and are given by
with the understanding that S 0 = 1 and also S N ≡ 0 for N < 0. We will show in the following that, for any degree N, Schur functions can be generalized in the form of S q1,q2,..qM (x 1 , x 2 , .., x N ) for all partitions (q 1 , q 2 , .., q M ) of length N (= q 1 + q 2 + .. + q M , N ≥ M ) in such a way that they are in one-to-one correspondence with the characters of irreducible representations of A N −1 Lie algebras. What is intriguing here is the fact that all these Generalized Schur Functions can again be decomposed in terms of the classical ones. We call these decompositions the multiplicity rules because they allow us to calculate the weight multiplicities.
II. CHARACTERS OF A N −1 WEYL ORBITS
The essential figures in this section are the class functions K q1,q2,..,qM (x 1 , x 2 , .., x N ) which are defined [10] to be polinomials of N indeterminates x 1 , x 2 , .., x N as in the following:
For (II.1), the conditions
are always assumed and no two of indices j 1 , j 2 , ..j M shall take the same value for each particular monomial occuring in (II.1). It will be seen in the following that these class functions can be defined to be characters for A N Weyl orbits. For this, it is sufficient to consider the Weyl character formula in an appropriate specialization.
Here, it is essential to use fundamental weights µ I (I=1,2,.. N+1) which are defined by
or conversely by
together with the condition that
.N-1) are fundamental dominant weights and simple roots of A N −1 Lie algebras.
For an excellent study of Lie algebra technology we refer to the book of Humphreys [11] . We know that there is an irreducible A N −1 representation for each and every dominant weight Λ + which can be expressed by
For later use, it will be convenient to represent dominant weights as being in the form of N-tuples
Note here that some of q I 's (I=1,2,..N) could be zero and (II.7) can then be written in the form
Due to a permutational lemma which we introduced previously [10] , elements of the corresponding Weyl orbits W (Λ + ) are to be obtained from permutations (q I1 , q I2 , .., q IM ) and hence one can formally write
Corresponding irreducible representation R(Λ + ) can therefore be expressed by the aid of the following orbital decomposition:
where Sub(Λ + ) is the set of sub-dominant weights of Λ + and m Λ + (λ + )'s are the ones which we have to do with in this work, the multiplicities of sub-dominant weights λ + within the irreducible representation of Λ + . In the notation of (II.7), a brief digression on sub-dominance relations among dominant weights will be useful here. For A N Lie algebras, all partitions (q i1 , q i2 , .., q iM ) with length
of an integer Q into M integers q is (s=1,2,..,M) determine a dominance chain for M=0,1,2,,.. . Note here that the condition (II.5) must be taken into account for M ≥ N . One can then say that Sub(Λ + ) consists of the dominance chain of Λ + and also that only some of m Λ + (λ + ) may be non-zero in general. The outmost cases occur for the representations R(Q λ 1 ) and R(λ Q ). It is clear that both belong to the same dominance chain and R(Q λ 1 ) is represented by completely symmetric tensor with Q-indices whereas R(λ Q ) is completely anti-symmetric. For all other dominant weights λ + within the same dominance chain, it will be seen that
and
Note here always that m Λ+ (Λ + ) = 1 .
Let us now consider
to be the left-hand side of Weyl character formula. In view of the orbital decomposition (II.9), it is clear that (II.13) allows us to define the characters
e(µ) (II.14)
for Weyl orbits W (Λ + ). For any weight µ, formal exponentials e(µ) are defined as in the book of Kac [7] .
One can finally see that 
III. REDUCTION RULES AND SCHUR FUNCTIONS
In practical applications, it will be convenient to use the generators K(q) which are defined by
They generate the class functions K q1,q2,..,qM (x 1 , x 2 , .., x k ) in the form of some reduction rules. By suppressing explicit x i dependences, these reduction rules are given by
for the first three orders. For higher orders, the reduction rules can be obtained similarly as in above. This allows us to express everything in terms of generators K(q). In view of (II.11) and (II.13), for instance, one obtains ChR(N λ 1 ) = q1,q2,..,qN
where the sum is over all partitions as is given in (II.10). The reduction rules then give ChR(N λ 1 ) in terms of generators K(q). Now, it is easily seen in fact that the equivalence
is valid under the replacements K(q) → q x q (III. 5) where S N (x 1 , x 2 , .., x N )'s are Schur functions given in (I.1).
IV. WEYL CHARACTER FORMULA AND GENERALIZED SCHUR FUNCTIONS
It is apparent in view of (II.6) that any dominant weight Λ + lies in the same dominance chain with N λ 1 on condition that
Weyl character formula provides an equivalent for (II.13). To this end, the main definition [7] is
where the sum is over the Weyl group of A N −1 Lie algebra and hence ω(Λ + ) represents a Weyl reflection while ǫ(ω) is its sign. Thanks to the permutational lemma mentioned above, our main objection here is on the explicit calculation of the sign ǫ(ω). It is known that
where ℓ(ω) is the minimum number of simple reflections to obtain the Weyl reflection ω. Instead, we can replace (IV.3) by
for which we now know that a reflection ω(Λ + ) permutates the numbers given in (IV.1). The tensor ǫ qi 1 ,qi 2 ,..,qi M is completely antisymmetric in its indices while its numerical value is given on condition that
Weyl character formula now simply says that
where ρ is the Weyl vector given by
If one considers (II.13) as the left hand side of (IV.5), the Weyl character formula predicts a miraculous factorizaton on the right hand side. One can calculate explicitly that
in the specialization (II.15). What is miraculous here is the fact that A(ρ + Λ + ) every time factorizes into (IV.6) together with a polinomial which must be specified for any dominant Λ + . In the case of N λ 1 we know from above that
It is natural here to extend (IV.7) in the form of
for which Λ + is in the same dominance chain with N λ 1 . (IV.8) provides us an explicit definition of the Generalized Schur Functions S q1,q2,..,qM (x 1 , x 2 , .., x N ) of order N.
V. A N MULTIPLICITY RULES
As is emphasized above, the equivalence between (II.13) and (IV.5) provides Weyl character formula and it is now clear that this allows us to calculate explicitly the multiplicities m + Λ (λ + ) if one knows a way to calculate the Generalized Schur Functions S q1,q2,..,qM (x 1 , x 2 , .., x N ) without an explicit calculation of A(ρ + Λ + ). This is in fact just what we mean by the multiplicity rules which give the reductions of Generalized Schur Functions of order N in terms of the ones of order (N-1). This hence allows us to express Generalized Schur Functions in the forms of products of Generalized Schur Functions of order 1 which are in fact the classical Schur functions.
By supressing explicit x-dependences, we will give in the following the multiplicity rules for the first three orders keeping in mind that higher orders manifest the similar behaviour:
Rule(3, 2) : S q1,q2,q3 = + S q1+0 S q2+0,q3+0 − S q1+1 S q1+0,q2−1
Rule(4, 3) : S q1,q2,q3,q4 = + S q1+0 S q2+0,q3+0,q4+0 − S q1+1 S q1+0,q2−0,q3−1
+ S q1+2 S q1−1,q2−1,q3+0
The conditions q 1 ≥ q 2 ≥ q 3 ≥ q 4 ≥ 1 are always assumed to be valid in all these multiplicity rules. In the generalization for Rule(N,N-1), the generic term takes the form (−1) M S q1+M S q2−1,q3−1,..,qM −1,qM+1−1,qM+2+0,..,qN +0 , N ≥ M It is now clear that these multiplicity rules allow us to calculate the Generalized Schur Functions in terms of the classical ones and hence to express them explicitly to be polinomials of variables x I (i=1,2..,N) which are independent except N I=1
x I ≡ 1 due to (II.5). The equivalence between (II.13) and (IV.5) then gives us enough equations to solve numerically A N weight multiplicities without explicit use of (IV.2) which is known to be the origin of all technical difficulties encountered in known approaches to the problem. This is the reason why we say multiplicity rules bring an ultimate solution.
We will give subsequently that this whole work can be conveniently extended to any other finite Lie algebra. Whether the same is also valid for affine Lie algebras will be a worthwhile task for future work.
